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WHY YOU SHOULD CONSIDER SELLING AT A MARKET:
When we first started growing and selling food at Bendale BTI (2009), we would harvest food and sell it
right at the front of the school. Neighbors would stop by and pick up some veggies, and the business class
ran a market during the school year. This was a nice way to engage the neighbourhood but we never
really had high sales. The school is located on a very busy road with more car traffic than foot traffic, and
its right close to a pretty affordable grocery store - so there was lots of competition.
In 2013 we started to treat the garden at Bendale BTI more like a farm - we spent time over the winter
coming up with a smart crop plan, we hired more students, and we decided to try and sell more food. This
is the year we started packing up our food and taking it to a weekly farmer market (while still selling food
to neighbours). With this change, we really increased the amount of money we were brining in through
food sales. In 2012, with just selling at the front lawn of the school, we generated $1,300 in sales, and in
2013 through adding a trip to a farmers market and some restaurants we raised that to $15,000. Now,
about 80% of our farm sales come from farmers market sales.

USING THIS GUIDE:
In this document we share all of our tips for having a successful farmers market stall. We go over some of
the key points to think about if you want to sell at market. There is also a webinar we recorded where we
talk about farmers market, you can find that on our website if you want to listen.

For more information visit: www.foodshare.net/schoolgrown
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Success at Farmers Markets: Start with a plan
START AT YOUR CROP PLAN
If you are going to a market every week, you need to come up with a
crop plan that sets you up for success. Here are some tips:
Make sure you have something to bring every week:
This means staggering your planting dates so that you don’t have lots
of harvest one week, and then a gap week before your next harvest.
Choose indeterminate varieties vs determinate:
Determinate varieties fruit all at once and then the plant dies off (think
of a sauce tomato where you want all your tomatoes to be ripe at one
time to make sauce). Indeterminate varieties will continue to fruit until
there is frost or disease - so that you get some tomatoes every week
rather than all your tomatoes in one week.
Have lots of variety mixed with familiar crops:
We grow bright purple beans and bumpy costata romanesco squash
because they catch a market shopper’s attention so that they stop to
ask about that new vegetable. Even if they don’t buy that vegetable, if
they stop to talk to you, they’ll most likely buy something. People still
like to buy the thing they know, so have some new crops mixed with
familiar ones - for example we do 30% purple beans and 70% green
beans.
Grow lots of plants that you can harvest throughout the whole season
without reseeding:
- Herbs like chives, parsley, basil, and oregano
- Kale, chard, collards
- Summer squash
- Eggplant
- Strawberries (everbearing)
Keep things fresh for your full season shopper:
Consider what you can grow as a fall crop to introduce something new
later in the season (we do late summer plantings for a fall harvest of
pac choi, kohrabi, rapini, and mustard frills).
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Success at Farmers Markets: Harvesting
HARVESTING FOR FARMERS MARKETS
Know the ideal size of each produce item.
Know when to pick each item to get the size that will sell
best at your market. For example, in our experience we
found lots of shoppers prefer smaller zucchini to larger
zucchini, but like larger beets rather than smaller beets.
This may change at your market - get to know your
customers.
Understand how size impacts price.
If your cabbage is $2/lb that may mean that a large 4 lb
cabbage costs $8 and a small 1.5lb cabbage costs $3.
Even thought the per/lb price is the same, people are
more likely to spend $3 on cabbage rather than $8.
Know how to properly harvest and wash each item.
Proper harvesting and post-harvest handling will make
each item hold up better on the market table and last a lot
longer when a customer takes it home. Know what should
be washed, not washed, cooled or not refrigerated.
• Items that should be cooled right away in cold water:
Cut salad greens, spinach, kale, chard, the tops of
radishes and beets, parsley, cilantro.
• Items that you should avoid washing: tomatoes,
potatoes.
• Items that shouldn’t go in the fridge: tomatoes,
strawberries, basil.
Check our School Grown Harvest Guide for info on proper
harvesting, bunching, washing and storing of the crops
that we grow.
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Success at Farmers Markets: What to Bring
WHAT TO BRING WITH YOU TO THE MARKET
For your display:

For selling:

• 10x10 foot canopy tent
• Tent weights (mandatory at most markets)
• 2-3 tables (we bring a few small ones rather than 1 big
one - you can make an L shape, or take down a table as
you sell out of food)
• Burlap to use as table cloth and as support for display
• Extra table clothes
• Crates for bringing food in (as you put the food on the
table, you can use the empty crates to make risers on
your table)
• Small chalk board or laminated signs for pricing
• A-frame chalkboard sign for out front to advertise a deal
or write a message about your farm or what’s new that
week.
• Chalk
• Rectangular wicker baskets (6)
• Round wicker baskets (4)
• Spray bottle for produce
• School Grown banner (to hang up along the back side of
your tent, facing customers)
• A photo album or laminated photos of your farm (people
like seeing pictures!)

• Scale with price per unit option (store
your scale charger in the supply bin in
case you run out of power, or extra
batteries)
• Cash box with $100 float and lock
• A receipt book (people sometimes ask,
especially chefs)
• Small bags for selling produce (small
clear poly bags for 1/3 lb greens)
• Pint baskets, 1 litre peach baskets, half
pint baskets
• Larger bags for taking home purchases
(we also sell School Grown tote bags)
• Laminated price list that lives at the
cash box for staff to refer to
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Success at Farmers Markets: What to Bring

WHAT TO BRING WITH YOU TO THE MARKET
For sampling
• Hand washing station: water dispenser that allows for
water to flow (like a blue Aquapak container), hand soap,
bucket to catch waste water, paper towels.
• Gloves for serving food
• Tongs
• Small plastic cutting boards
• Small paring knives with covers
• Toothpicks
You can keep your sampling kit in a small box inside your
supply bin and be sure to wash all items after each
market.

CASH BOX FORM
We print out lots of these blank forms to keep in the office.
before going to the market. The staff member fills out how
much money is in the cash box, then after the market they
fill it out again. This helps us track our sales and keep
track of all the cash.
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Success at Farmers Markets: Setting up your display
TIPS FOR SETTING UP YOUR STALL:
Pile it high and watch it fly!
You will sell more food if your stand looks full and
abundant. You can use props to help you achieve
height - we bring a wooden shelf for a second layer
produce, or flip over your empty crates and cover
with burlap to create a riser.
Keep produce tighter and fuller.
As you sell out of certain items, condense the rest of
your produce to keep it looking full. As the market
shift goes on, you should be rearranging,
condensing, and reorganizing to keep your table
looking lush. We use two smaller tables, so as we
sell out we can condense everything to one table
and remove one so that there is less empty visual
space.
Break up colours.
Try to avoid one big wall of green - mix up your
colorful items to make a visual break in your display.
Group same price-point or same type of produce
together.
We try to keep the bunches together, or all the items
that are $3 close to each other. Makes it easier to
tell customers about your prices.
Pre-bag or portion out your produce.
People are more likely to buy a pound of salad
greens if they can see what a pound looks like. We
would make1/2 lbs baskets of peas for $2 rather
than sell peas at $4/lb loose. Same price, but easier
for the customer to decide to purchase because
they can see the amount they are getting.
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Success at Farmers Markets: Display & Prices
TIPS FOR SETTING UP YOUR STALL:
Check for quality as you set out produce:
Look for and removes anything that:
• Is supposed to be green but looks yellow or brown
• Any greens that are bruised (they become the
gross slimy one in the bottom of the bag)
• Anything that has lots of bug holes (a few are ok you can tell people that’s how they know its
organic)
• Anything with bugs on it (like the leaf miner living
in the spinach pictured here).
• Anything mushy, too soft, etc/ Someone can take
these items home and cook it up, but don’t make it
be for sale.

PRICING TIPS
• Keep the same size container or bag the same
price (bags $4 or pints $5). Even if the price/lb
is different - example: 1 pint = 1/2 lb beans =
$2 pint ($4/lb) and 1 pint = 1 lb okra = $2 ($2/
lb)
• Change how you sell and the $/lb as the
season changes: kale $/bunch in the summer
and then when it turns colder and there is less
growth, harvest the small leaves and sell $/lb
as a bulk price.
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Success at Farmers Markets: Pricing for Market
TWO WAYS TO SET PRICES
To set the prices for your produce there are two ways to work through it:
!
!
!

Market Price = the cost of production (seeds, soil, labour) + a profit margin

!
!
!
!
!

Market Price = what people will pay for that item

Example: Beets cost you $1.50/bunch to produce and add $1.00 profit so price = $2.50

Example: People will pay $4/bunch for beets, so charge $4 (you make a profit in this case)
OR: People will only pay $0.99/lb for eggplant but your cost of production is $3/lb (you lose out
here)

You want to make sure whatever price you set covers at least your cost of production. You will only
know your cost of production is you keep records on cost of supplies and time spent working on that
crop.
PRICING TIPS
• Walk around your market and see what other growers are charging. Be sure to compare your stuff with
similar growers (if your produce is organic, look at other organic prices)
• Set a price and see if you can sell it all. If you cant. change it the next week.
• Try to be the second highest price point - you don’t
want to be the highest.
• Don’t undercut your neighbours - if you sell out but
they have to take all their food home, that’s not
building up other local farmers.
• Avoid reducing prices at the end of the market people will just wait until the end and then come back
next week and expect the lower price. If you reduce
your prices, it also puts pressure on your neighbours
to reduce theirs.
• Sales for multiple items work great: we do any bunch
for $3 each or $8 for 3 bunches; bags for $4 each of
$10 for 3 bags.
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Success at Farmers Markets: Sampling & Adding Value
SAMPLING PRODUCE
Sampling helps your sales a lot. You will
sell more of the item your are sampling and
you will sell more of everything else
because people will stop to chat.
We often sample raw produce - radishes,
hakurei turnips, tomatoes, strawberries.
Not just jams and jellies.
We don’t sample something if we know we
will sell out - if we only brought 12 pints of
tomatoes and we know we can sell those in
an house, we wont sample them. But if we
brought 100 bunches of salad turnips, we’ll
sample those.

ADDING VALUE
Consider how you can add value to
your product by processing it turning green tomatoes into
chutney, turn herbs into tea. This
will allow you to sell the item for
more money.
Be careful that it’s still worth it - your
cost of production will go up if you
add labour costs for processing
jam.
Consider using the shoulder
seasons - selling seedlings at the
market in early spring, or selling
dried chiles in the fall after the frost.
Adding edible flowers to greens is
an easy low cost way to stand out.
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Success at Farmers Markets: Common Questions & Working Clean
KNOW HOW TO ANSWER COMMON QUESTIONS
Make sure any of your staff and students who work at the market know how to answer these questions:
Is it organic?
If you aren't certified, you can’t market it as “organic” – but you can describe your production methods.
How do I cook this?
Know at least three ways to prep something – raw, roasted, grilled, common dishes.
Is this one of those heirlooms?
Make sure your market staff know what seeds you are using and why you choose them.
Why this price?
Know how much labour something takes or a comparable cost at the grocery store. If someone asks
about price, give them a sample to taste or take home.
WORK CLEANLY
Remember that you are working with food, be sure to Stack empty bins
That way you know how much you have left to sell.
Keep produce in the shade, under the table
With labels facing you – then you can easily restock. Sun
is no good for produce.
Be mindful of your neighbours
Make sure not to block the view of their tent, keep your
“stuff” in the zone of your own tent.
Keep a bin for compost
People will ask you to take the tops of the carrots, and
you’ll find a few greens that are bruised. These extra bits
should go into a compost bin so they don’t end of in the
grass.
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